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Improving Accurate Candidates for Missing Data Using 

Benefit Performance of (ML-SOM) 
 

Abeer Abdullah AL-Mohdar *           Mohamed Abdullah Bamatraf**
 

 

Abstract 

 
Missing data is one of the  major challenges in extracting and analyzing knowledge from dataset. The performance of 

training quality was affected by the appearance of missing data in a datasets. For this reason, there is a need for a quick 

and reliable method to find possible solutions in order to provide an accurate system. Therefore, the previous studies 

provided robust ability  of Self Organizing Map (SOM)  algorithm to deal with the missing values [6, 20]. However, it has 

a drawback such as  an error rate(ERR) in the missing values that  increase huge dataset. This study is mainly based on the 

projection of unsupervised Multilayer SOM (ML-SOM) for missing values. The global methodology presented the 

combination of  advantages of the proposed ML-SOM to obtain a precise method with various missing rates: 5%, 10% 

and 20%. The experiments were conducted by   adopting two types of commonly used data benchmarks (IRIS and Breast-

Cancer) from Weka 3.9  machine learning tool. The new proposed method ML-SOM provides a minimum Error Rate 

(ERR) and high accuracy (ACC)in small and large datasets compared to other standard classifier types (Bayes-Net, K-

means and SOM). 
 

Keywords: Self-organizing-map, Multi-layer self-organizing-map, missing data,  Data mining, Neural   networks, 

Machine learning. 

 

Introduction: 

Missing data is a serious problem in real world 

applications, researchers face the challenge of 

dealing with such data. Missing data is a common 

problem that has become a rapidly growing area 

and it is the current focus of this research[26]. 

Most of the collected datasets from real-life 

domains contain missing data which deemed to be 

very significant in affecting and extracting 

knowledge from these datasets. Data must be 

treated before working, at the pre-processing 

phase. The preprocessing stage assists to make the 

data more accurate, consistent and precise for a 

processing stage in order to make appropriate 

decisions during the building and evaluating of the 

statistical analysis and data mining models.  

Numerous techniques are used to predict and fill 

them, due to its problem  that can negatively 

influence the quality of the data analysis in 

additional to the accuracy of the generated models.  

Consequently, there are many researchers focusing 

on developing appropriate techniques to overcome 

this challenge like: [18, 7]. 

Broadly speaking, the classification of missing 

values in datasets relies on three factors: attribute, 

instance, and missing values, which occur 

randomly in attributes and instances. 

Methods  of missing data:  
1-  Substitution methods: after classifying data 

according to a pre-defined criteria (also called hot-

deck methods); individuals should use data from 

similar observations.  

2- Prediction methods: which adopt statistical 

models standard on the database (mod imputation, 

mean imputation, regression approaches, etc.) 

rather than using manual correcting it [23]. 

Ignoring, deleting and  Imputation are techniques 

for replacing missing data with substituted values. 

If an important feature is missed for a particular 

instance, it can be estimated from the data that are 

present by using these imputations[26]. In this 

respect there are several methods in machine 

learning that are employed to deal with imputation 

missing value like : k-means, Support Vector 

Machines(SVM) , Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN), and SOM [16, 24, and 8]. The Self-

Organizing Map(SOM) was proposed by Professor 

Teuvo Kohonen (1982). It was a neural network 

trained with unlabeled data (unsupervised 

learning). 

To represent a high-dimensional data, all data were 

mapped into one point, namely node (winner node) 
in the map and the distances of the items in the 

map reflect similarities between the items in the 
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map and those topological compressing 

information but it preserves the relationships of the 

original data[1]. 

The generic structure is displayed in the following 

figure (1) and it allows for operation on nearly any 

kind of input data as long as it is metric on those 

provided areas. Moreover, their ability to learn in an 

unsupervised fashion enables them to adapt to even 

completely unforeseen input patterns without any 

supervisory intervention. These advantages make 

the SOM popular choices for tasks  of missing value 

imputation [12, 5, 19], mutation[23], image 

compression[4], image color quantization[3] etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classification of missing values cases: 

A large number of contributing authors adopted the 

property of SOM to discover and manipulate the 

problem of missing data that are based on 

techniques of machine learning algorithm such as 

[25] that used properties of SOM and tested it on 

different artificial problems. MLP was able to 

represent and classify structured patterns [9, 17] 

with better performance. This becomes possible 

especially when networks are trained through 

knowledge by unsupervised learning like [11, 2, 

10, 13, and 21].  

In this paper, the techniques and properties of 

SOM algorithm are proposed as a special model to 

overcome the problem of missing data by adopting 

the special technical ML-SOM in a big dataset. An 

experiment was conducted on how ML-SOM were 

trained by using knowledge obtained by the 

information in SOM algorithm [15]. 
This paper begins describing the principle of the 

SOM [14, 22] then it gives the special SOM 

structure in ML-SOM. The main motivations 

behind the works presented are to train the process 

and to generate SOM knowledge. Furthermore, the  

 

 

researchers selected new disciplines to demonstrate 

the applicability of SOM to adapt with the nature 

of missing data imputation domain in a totally 

different and independent way.  

SOM algorithm:  

The basic SOM comprises of M neurons which is 

located usually on a 2-D grid that is either 

hexagonal or rectangular. Each neuron is 

competitive to each other to be a winning node. For 

this reason SOM is also known as a competitive 

network rather than learning task where has (d-

dimensional) feature vector Wij =[Wi1, . . . , Wid]. In 

this case, it is better to choose random values for 

the initial weight vectors Wj, and assign a small 

positive value to the learning rate parameter . 

Structure of  Multilayered SOM( ML-SOM): 

The ML-SOM consists of multiple layers, each 

layer comprised of SOM model . All number of 

units in each layer are described at successive 

levels, resulting in a pyramidal structure. The 

number of representative vectors are generated in 

each layer that is proportional to the number of 

neural units in the output layer for each SOM. The 

input layer receives an input from the external 

layer and propagates the input to all neural units in 

the next competitive layer.  

The output from any given layer is converted into 

the input for the next layer  as shown in figure(2) 

that represents our model. The same process is 

repeated until the top layer is reached. Thus, there 

are a fewer numbers of neural units in a layer at a 

higher level. Therefore, each weight vector 

represents a larger cluster. Hence, the representation 

produced at a higher level in the ML-SOM 

corresponds to a higher level of abstraction of the 

input data making the ML-SOM well suited for 

hierarchical range data representation. 

The researchers are training this model by four 

different  standard  classifiers( Bayes-Net, K-

means, SOM and ML-SOM), which  are selected 

in order to cover the techniques broadly applied in 

the representative statistical strategies as in the 

accuracy including  the two types of big and small  

data benchmarks ( , ).  IRIS Breast-Cancer

The iterative (ML-SOM) training algorithm can 

be stated as follows: 

Step 1: Set iteration t = 0 for L no of SOMs . 

 
 

Figure(1): Single layer SOM  
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Step 2: Randomly select a sample data vector Xi   

and compute Euclidean distances between Xi and 

all feature to find Best Matching Unit (BMU) at 

iteration p(for each SOM) using the norm of 

minimum distance usual measure in “Equation(1)”: 

   
2

1

min

1,2, ,

n

j i ij
j

i

E W p X W p

j m



     



X

 
The letter (n) is the number of neurons in the input 

layer, while (m) is the number of neurons in the 

SOM layer. 

Step 3: Update the weight of BMU neuron and its 

neighbor neurons to move its feature vector 

towards the data vector in “Equation(2)”:  

            1ij ijW p W p P P X p W p   

 where Θ is restraint due to distance from BMU 

and it is usually called the neighborhood           

function,         is the learning rat,          is the weight 

repairing in p
th

 iteration. 

Step 4: Return to step 2 until the feature map stops 

changing, or no noticeable changes occur in the 

feature map and when L=t.  

After processing SOMs layers, the result should be 

a spatial organization of the input data organized 

into similar regions. 

Evaluation metrics ML-SOM: 

To evaluate the performance of this proposed 

module by calculating the Accuracy (Acc) which is 

used to measures a classification of dataset, as a 

ratio between the correct predictions of a classified 

samples  from a total number of samples as shown 

in  “Equation 3” : 

 
 

The complement of the accuracy metric which is 

used to be incorrect predictions or misclassification 

rate is the Error rate (ERR) .  

This represents the number of misclassified 

samples from both positive and negative samples, 

and it is calculated as “Equation 4”: 

 

   

These letters P and N are the numbers of positive and 

negative samples respectively in “Equation 3, 4”.   

Additionally, the researchers consider sensitivity 

and specificity as two kinds of accuracy, where the 

TP is deemed as actual positive samples whereas the 

FN is for actual negative samples. Sensitivity 

depends on TP and FN which are in the same 

column of the confusion matrix. Similarly, the 

specificity metric depends on TN and FP which are 

in the same column; hence, both sensitivity and 

specificity can be employed for evaluating the 

classification performance with imbalanced data [8]. 

Experimental results: 

This module was trained by adding missing data 

into all pattern that is selected randomly in small 

datasets(IRIS) and large datasets (Breast-Cancer ) 

in various percentages of missing value (5%, 10% 

and 20%) . 

This takes place with the aim of estimating the   

performance in the proposed module ML-SOM 

with other standard classifiers (Bayes-Net, K-

means and SOM)  

which give high ACC than other classifiers 

especially in 20% missing values. Then ERR is 

calculated for each datasets, which are ratio 

minimum error of misclassified data in ML-SOM.  

When the stopping criteria is satisfied, there no 

weight update between the input pattern and the 

target value that take minimum ERR experiment 

possible variability of relative performances of 

classifiers across datasets.  

All of the experiment results are summarized 

below in table (1) of small datasets (IRIS), and 

large datasets (Breast-Cancer) is summarized in 

table (2). 

 

 

Figure(2): ML-SOM Model  
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ERR =(FP+FN)⁄(TP+TN+FP+FN) …(4) 
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Classifier's 

 

Dataset  with 

Missing Value 

 

ACC 

 

ERR 

 

Bayes-Net 
5% 0.91 0.09 

10% 0.89 0.11 

20% 0.73 0.27 

 

K-means 
5% 0.95 0.05 

10% 0.85 0.15 

20% 0.88 0.12 

 

SOM 
5% 0.95 0.05 

10% 0.83 0.17 

20% 0.90 0.1 

 

ML-SOM 
5% 0.91 0.09 

10% 0.86 0.14 

20% 0.93 0.07 

Table (2): classifiers of  Big datasets  with 

       missing values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (1): classifiers of  small datasets  with 

missing values. 
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Classifier's 

 

Dataset  with 

Missing Value 

 

 

ACC 

 

ERR 

 

 

Bayes-Net 

            5% 0.89 0.11 

10% 0.82 0.18 

           20% 0.63 0.37 

 

 

K-means 

            5% 0.93 0.07 

10% 0.79 0.21 

           20% 0.66 0.34 

 

 

SOM 

            5% 0.94 0.06 

10% 0.86 0.14 

           20% 0.82 0.18 

 

ML-SOM 

            5% 0.96 0.05 

10% 0.88 0.12 

           20% 0.90 0.1 
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Conclusion: 

The presented results showed that the appearance 

of missing data in a large  dataset  has a negative 

effect of performance in a training quality. The 

proposed module enhances the traditional SOM 

algorithm, in order to make the most of its ability 

to deal with missing data and increase its accuracy 

and reducing the error rate as little as possible. 

Also when the size of the dataset repository 

increases, it is mainly a good classification feature 

of the SOM, and it is dependent on this new model.  

ML-SOM could simulate the activation functions of 

each layer then modified these layers when updating 

the corresponding weight that links the incomplete 

dataset(data with missing value) in an input layer  in 

order to reach the target outputs.  

To conclude, the estimation of  the proposed module 

ML-SOM could give high accuracy of a correct 

predication of samples. Also, the least expected 

error rate in the presented uncorrected predication 

samples with missing values in different 

proportion(5%, 10% and  20%) gave  an excellent 

results compared to other standard classifiers 

pertaining to both statistical and machine learning 

which is shown in table (1 and 2). 
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 تحسين دقت التصنيف للبياناث المفقودة بالاستفادة من فعاليت أداء
 خوارزميت التنظيم الذاتي متعدد الطبقاث

 

 محمد عبدالله بامطرف       عبير عبدالله المحضار    
 

 الممخص
 

هددم التحددديات الرةيفددية خددج افددتلرال وتحليدد  المعرخددة خددج لوايددد البيانددات الابيددر , ولددد أةددر   ددور البيانددات المةقددود  خددج أحددد  إتعددد البيانددات المةقددود  
يجدداد حلددو  مددت أجدد  تددوخير ن ددام  داء جددود  التدددريل, ول ددبا الفددبل هنددا  حاجددة إلددو طريقددة فددريعة وموةولددأ خددجلوايددد البيانددات الابيددر   . لددبل  دليدد    ة وا 

[. ورغدم بلد , خقدد 02,  6  ]التدج تميد ت بقددرت ا للتعامد  مدي القديم المةقدود (SOM) باتجالدتن ديم ال,ومدت لد   الدرافدات الفدابقة للوار ميدة لريطدة 
 داد حجددم البيانددات ممددا ا  مددي القدديم المةقددود  يدد داد المددا ينددد التعامدد(ERR) يامددت خددج أت معددد  اللطدد  وار ميددة التن دديم الددباتج ل ددا ييددلت لألددوح  

 -ML) متعددد الطبقدات غيدر اللاضدي للرلابدة SOM أةرن مة الدليقة. ايتمدت هبه الدرافة بشا  أفافج يلو برو  لأمي  خج إياد  بناء ايةقدها الت
 SOM) ايددابدديت م ا  ياليددة. خقددد جمعددت المن جيددة العامددة للبحددد التددج تددم تقددديم ا م يجدد يددةالتعامدد  مددي القدديم المةقددود  باةاب  ML-SOM  المقترحددة

٪. وطبقدت اللوار ميدة يلدو 02٪  و 72٪ , 5لللوار ميدة خدج  د  وجدود معددتت ملتلةدة للقديم المةقدود  بديت   (ACC) بالحصدو  يلدو دلدة ياليدة  
 Weka الددتعلم ايلددجندوييت مددت لوايددد البياندات المعياريددة  شدداةعة اتفدتلدام نل حيددة العدديت  وفدرطات الةدددير صددحير  الحجدم وابيددر  الحجددم مدت أدا  

خدج التدج لوايدد البياندات صدحير   ACC ودلدة ياليدة ERR الحد الأدنو مت معد  اللطد  ML-SOM ولد أ  رت اللوار مية الجديد  المقترحة .3.9
 .(Bayes-Net and K-means ,SOM) وابير  الحجم بمقارنت ا مي غيرها مت مصنةات اللوار ميات القيافية المعتمد 

 

   لريطة التن يم الباتج , لريطة التن يم الباتج متعدد الطبقات , البيانات المةقود  , الشباات العصبية , التعلم ايلج.ةالكممات الدال
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